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Let’s Go Home!

We had gone on a huge trip to Cape Cod. Dad got to fish for scrod. He said he did not get one bite. While Dad got to fish, Mom was glad to sit in the sunshine and sand to rest. She got a bad bug bite once and had to sit inside. She did not like that one bit.

While at Cape Cod, Mom and Dad had sent Conrad to camp. He did not wish to swim in the pond at camp. One time, he had a bad dispute with a pal. He did wish to come to the sand and sunshine. We were glad Conrad left that camp.

While at Cape Cod, Justin was not well. He had some bad shrimp once and it made him ill. Justin had to admit it. “I wish I was home,” he said. We had a chat with Mom and Dad. We did like Cape Cod, but it was time to go home. When we left, we were so glad to pile in the van and wave!

Highlight all the monosyllabic words in yellow.
Tang

Tang was a white rabbit. He had a wish to be long and slim. “I wish to be long and slim so I can dig and slip in the hole by the wide gate,” said Tang. But Tang was not long or slim. Tang was big and fat.

Once, Tang the white rabbit did bring a long rake. “This rake can dig a fine hole next to the wide gate,” said Tang. BANG! Went the rake. RING! Went the rake. BONG! Went the rake. Tang had bent the rake. He was upset.

Tang the white rabbit did hop up the hillside at sunset. “I cannot get inside that hole,” said Tang. He was sad. The white rabbit went to bed and sang a song. “I wish that rake did not bend so I can dig that hole by the gate. I will sing a song and go to bed. I am still up, and it is late.”

Highlight all the -ng words in yellow.
Thanks!

The sun did rise. Rink did blink and woke up. Rink got a drink at the sink, drank it, and sat on the bed. He had to get a gift for Hank, but he did not have cash. He said, “I will go to the bank to get some cash. Then I can get a gift for Hank.”

Rink rode the bike to the bank. Honk! Honk! Went a van when it drove next to Rink. Rink was safe with a helmet. Rink got to the bank. “I will go in the bank and get some cash. Then I will grab a gift for Hank,” said Rink.

Rink did take some cash and said, “I will go to the shop and get a gift there.” Rink did spot a thing that will sing. “I think Hank will like this thing that can sing,” said Rink.

Rink rode the bike to Hank and gave him the gift. Hank did like the thing. “It sings! Thanks!” said Hank. Rink was glad Hank did like the gift.

Highlight all the -nk words in yellow.
Time To Fly

I hate to fly on a plane. So when my Mom said we were to take a trip to Lake Brag, I had to cry. “No!” I said. “I will not try. I intend to be at home and I will not go!”

Mom was upset. “Why not fly?” she said. “A plane can be fun. We will get a drink and some chips. When we get off the plane, we will drive to Lake Brag.” I was still upset. Why go on the trip? Why not drive? But Mom said no. It was time to fly. I just may cry.

I got on the plane and was still upset. Mom held my hand when the plane went up. I will try not to cry and be brave while I fly.

Highlight all the y (long i) words in yellow.
The Fox Hole

Once, a fox did dig a hole for a den. The den was long and thin. It had a snug bed with six fox pups. She said, “I will go and hunt to get my pups some fish.”

She did go to a pond to hunt. The fox did spy a box next to the pond. Inside the box was a lot of fish! She did grab six fish when she did spot Max. Max had a Red Sox hat on. He held a strong ax and did not like Fox to take fish.

Fox did try and escape with the fish. She ran fast to the hole. Max did chase, but he was not fast like Fox. Fox made it! She was safe in the hole with six pups.

Highlight all the X words in yellow.
Quints

A set of shy quints dwell next to my home. Quints are five kids. That is quite a lot of kids in one home! The quints, (or quintuplets) like to sing in a quintet. The quintet will sing a song that will make a Mom or Dad cry.

Once, the quints had a quilt contest. One kid at a time did add one quilt square. The squares had flags on them. When the flag quilt was done, it was quite a prize. The quints did not sell it, but gave it to the Sunshine Club. The Sunshine Club did thank them.

The quints did invite me once to come and bake with them. We made some white cupcakes. Then we got to frost them. The quints are quite shy, but I try my best to be a pal to them.

Highlight all the QU words in yellow.
Duck At The Pond

Jack and Mack were at the pond. The pals did spot an old duck. It did not fly. It did not swim, but it did quack. A stone broke the duck’s wing. The old duck did try to flap, but did not fly. “Quick! Let’s help the duck!” said Jack. “Yes! Let’s get help!” said Mack.

Jack will drive the old truck to pick up Dad. Dad was a vet. “Dad!” said Jack. “A duck is lame. Take the vet kit to help it get well.” Dad will help the duck. Jack and Dad drove back to the pond.

Jack, Mack and Dad did check the old duck’s wing. Dad will take the duck in the truck to fix the wing. “Thanks, Dad!” said Jack.

Highlight all the -ck words in yellow.
Last One To Hatch

Spring had come, and Nell did check the nest. She did hope to catch the last egg in the clutch to hatch. She had to spot a chick inside. It will take a long time to hatch.

Then it was time! Nell did spot one egg left in the clutch. It made a twitch inside the nest. It did shake and twitch. Then she did spy a hole in the egg. The chick will peck and scratch. A chick came! It was wet, but then soft and dry.

Nell went to fetch some scraps for the chick to nip on. The last chick came!

Highlight all the -tch words in yellow.
The Candy Shop

Wendy woke up happy. Wendy and Andy will take a trip to Monty’s Candy Shop. The two pals left at nine and rode bikes to Monty’s Candy Shop.

When the pals got to the entry at Monty’s Candy Shop, a yummy smell of candy did fill up the shop. Wendy and Andy did sniff and sniff. “Yummy!” said Andy! “Dandy!” said Wendy.

Will Wendy get some gummy drops? Will Andy get some gum? Wendy did think and got twenty gummy drops. Andy did think and got fifty sticks of gum! Yummy!

Highlight all the y (long e) words in yellow.
Rain Date

It was nine o’clock AM and time for the train. Hank and Ming sat on the bench to wait. Hank had a backpack and Ming had a waist pack. Hank and Ming had a rain date for the big game.

“When will the train get to this stop? I do not like to wait,” said Hank.
“The train is said to come at nine ten AM,” said Ming.
“It is not late yet.”

At nine ten, Hank and Ming did spy the sky. Rain drops went SPLOT! Hail went PING! PANG! The train went HONK! It was the train to the big game.

“Not rain!” Hank did yell.
“Not hail!” Ming did yell.

Hank and Ming let the train go by.
“I think we have a rain date fail,” said Hank and Ming.

Highlight all the ai words in yellow.
May I Play?

It was a sunny day in May. The ray of sunshine shone on Jay’s home that day. Jay did wish to go play. But there was a problem. Jay broke a leg on Sunday. He was stuck inside with a cast. Jay had to go play, but will Mom say yes?

Jay was on the bed, waiting for Mom. “Mom, may I go play? It’s a sunny day, and I hope to swing on the swing.”

Mom did not nod with a yes. She said to him, “Jay, you broke a leg. You cannot swing on the swing. But you may sit on the bench and rest.”

“Sit on the bench and rest? That will be no fun.” Jay said sadly. Mom and Jay sat. Jay did not wish to wait that long. Will he get to play on the swing?

“I will help you on the swing,” said Mom with a smile. Jay had a huge smile, too!

Highlight all the ay words in yellow.
The Meet and Greet

Reed had to find a way to meet some kids at camp. He made a long flag to try a meet and greet, and hung it by a tree on the street. Reed did keep a tally of the kids who told him, “We will come.”

On the day of the meet and greet, Reed got some yummy, gummy candy to hand to the kids. He did wait by the tree to see if kids came. One kid came. Two kids came. Three kids came, and then a whole lot came! Reed was so happy at the meet and greet.

It was time to hand out the sweet and yummy, gummy candy. The kids did come to Reed. He had three huge bags of gummy candy to pass. He did rest them by his feet. The kids did yell, “WEE!”

This was the best meet and greet yet!

Highlight all the ee words in yellow.
An Extreme Dream

Dean had a dream last time. The dream was quite extreme and a bit risky. It made Dean wake up. He will jot the dream in a list on a pad. “I will think of my dream and use this pad to jot it in a list,” said Dean.

Dean’s Dream

A huge beast did steal some tea.
Some fleas did leap on a beach.
Dean did sneak on a test.
A risky team did cheat and beat.

The dream was kind of extreme, but Dean did not mind in the least. The dream was not real, so Dean did not whine in the least. “That dream was done. I will reach and get a drink. Then I will try and rest,” said Dean.

He did lay down to rest. Dean was glad the extreme dream came to an end.

Highlight all the ea words in yellow.
Carl, The Starfish

Carl was not a smart starfish. One day, Carl did drift up on the beach. He had to find a way to get back to sea…FAST!

“I will ask that crab to help me get back to sea.” NO CARL! The crab will scarf you up in a jiffy! Carl had to think of a smart plan. But Carl was not that smart.

Carl said, “I will ask that shark to come bring me back to the sea.” Carl did wave one of his five arms to get help. NO CARL! The shark will scarf you up in one gulp! Carl did not come up with a smart plan that time. The starfish had to think of a way to get back to sea.

Once the tide did shift, the sea did bring him back. Carl, the not so smart starfish, was safe from harm. He found some seaweed to hide in and did not drift on the beach.

Highlight all the AR words in yellow.
The Tree Fort

The rain did stop and the sun did shine. Reed and Lorn had to try and think of some games to play, but had a hard time. “A tree fort is a whole lot of fun to play in. Why not make one?” said Reed. Lorn did think. He was ten, but short in size. Reed was nine, but big in size. “I think that is a neat plan!” said Lorn. “Let’s start!”

Reed and Lorn made a pile of logs on the porch. Some were short and some were long. Then Reed and Lorn got some long nails to bang in the logs. The nails will hold the logs. Next, it was time to pick a tree to make the fort.

Reed and Lorn did pick an old elm tree to make the fort. Each kid got the logs and nails. “This tree fort will be neat to play in!” Reed did exclaim. “Yes! Yes!” Lorn did yell.

Highlight all the OR words in yellow.
Was Or Was Not?

Was that a wild dog,
Or was it a tame dog?
Was she a wild child,
Or was she a kind kid?
Was he the most clumsy,
Or was he the best athlete?
Was that a mild wind,
Or was it a cold storm?
Was that gold in the bank,
Or was it still in the mine?
If it was or was not,
It’s fine I am told.

Highlight all the -ind, -ild, -old, -ost words in yellow.
A Boat On The Coast

Joan had a sailboat. It was old, but it still had a strong hull and sturdy sails. The sailboat was fine from stem to stern. Joan had a goal to take the sailboat up the coast of Cape Cod to fish and catch lobsters each day. She had ten traps and plenty of net. Joan did boast that she can meet her goal each day.

One day, Joan did grab her coat and some toast and went to the sailboat. The sea was choppy and the wind did roar. White caps and sea foam made it hard for Joan to drop the lobster traps.

"The sea is so choppy. Will I meet my goal?" Joan did ask. She kept on. Joan made her trip shorter and went to grab her net and traps. "I think it is better to be safe and go home, than stay in my boat. I will try to meet my goal next time." Joan did turn the sailboat to sail back home to be safe.

Highlight all the OA words in yellow.
Herb, My Pet Monster

Some of my pals did not think I had a pet monster when I told them. But I really had a pet monster. I gave him the name, Herb.

Herb came to me in a dream. It was dark and stormy. I had a hard time sleeping. Herb gave me a poke and I woke with a start! "Is that a monster?" I did whisper. Herb did whisper back, "Yes."

Herb did stay in my bed while I left for class. I think Herb did try to sleep longer while it was day, but it was hard. Once, he did enter my den. He did spy my pet hamster, Dean. I think Dean and Herb did play. I was glad Herb did not make my hamster a snack.

Herb may not be the best pet for some, but he is so kind. I think I will keep him!

Highlight all the ER words in yellow.
Sea Urchins

Sea urchins dwell in the sea. An urchin may have long spikes and come in a lot of shapes and sizes. An urchin may be red, black or pink. Some can be seen by a reef. A sea urchin does not have fur.

A sea urchin can survive with spikes. If you spot the feet on an urchin, you will see suckers. Suckers on the feet help the urchin to stick. An urchin may use one of the five sets of legs to swim farther to survive!

A crab, some big fish, an otter, or an eel will eat an urchin for a meal. Will you like to have one for a pet? Sadly, the sea urchin may be extinct one day. The sea does not have a surplus of sea urchins like it did a long time back. Can we find a way to help and save them?

Highlight all the UR words in yellow.
The Birthday Bird

The day of my birthday party was hard to forget. It was the first time we made a plan to play golf. Five pals came with me to the Pitch and Putt.

We each got a club and were third in line. Just then, a huge, white bird did glide from some birch tree to land on my hat. Some birthday gift! The bird did seem thirsty, so it went to get a drink by the birdbath. “I think the bird is gone,” said Burt.

Just when we were to start the golf game at the first hole, that huge bird did land on my club! Why did the bird like me? Was it the bird’s birthday, too? We kept the game on, and that quirky bird came for the trip with me to all nine holes. At least I got a hole in one. That was some birthday!
Tic-Tac-Toe

Joe and Moe were on the back deck. Joe broke a toe, so he did not feel happy. “We need to find a game to play,” said Joe. “Why not play tic-tac-toe?” Moe did ask. “That game is not hard and we can play it a whole lot.” Joe and Moe got some sheets and markers to play.

Moe made a tic-tac-toe grid on one sheet. Moe said Joe can go first. Joe made an X. Moe made an O. Back and forth went Joe and Moe. Just then, Joe got three in a line. Yay! Joe did win the first game of tic-tac-toe. “That was not hard to win. Let’s play tic-tac-toe to see who will win this time,” said Joe.

Joe forgot the pain in his toe that day. He was glad Moe was a pal and not a foe. Joe and Moe did play tic-tac-toe the whole time, and each had a turn to win.

Highlight all the OE words in yellow.
The Black Crow

Check the sky. Perhaps peek in a tree. A crow may be in that nest you see. Or is it a spy on me?

A crow is a smart, black bird. The crow has a long, sharp, black beak and long wings to flap and fly. It will make a meal of meat and plants, and roam to find a pine tree to make a nest. Its skinny feet can perch and rest on a branch.

Once a crow will find a mate, it will stay with it for life. They will each take a turn on the nest to keep the eggs safe.

A crow is a songbird, but when you hear a crow, it may not seem like a song. So the next time you take a hike, try to go slow. You may spot a crow or two way up in a tree.

Highlight all the ow words in yellow.
The Rented Van

It was Sunday morning. Time to pack up and drive to the lake for the week. Dad got a rented van for the trip. We did toss our bags in and got seated. Dad did not see the keys. Mom handed them to Dad and we were off!

The trip in the rented van lasted a short time when we felt a huge BUMP. The rented van had a flat tire. Dad darted to fix it and Mom assisted. Once the spare was on, we started back on the trip to the lake in the rented van.

The trip lasted a short while when we felt a huge THUMP. This time the back window got a crack by a rock. It needed to be mended. We waited at a fix-it shop and then got back in the rented van.

At last the mended, rented van made it to the lake. Dad said, “A rented van may be bad luck, but it got us to the lake!”

Highlight all the -ed words in yellow.
The Backyard Bash

On my tenth birthday, Mom and Dad planned a huge backyard bash. Nine pals showed up for the party.

Dad grilled hot dogs and corn. It was a yummy dinner! Mom filled each cup with cold limeade and a lime garnish. My pals did scarf lots of hot dogs and gulp plenty of limeade.

Just when it was time for cake, a bee buzzed in and sailed smack dab on top of it. I yelled, “BUZZ OFF, BEE!” but that did not help. The bee was stuck on the cake. Mom got a glass and got the bee. Mom was skilled!

I am happy to say Dad filmed the whole party, so we can peek at the backyard birthday bash, and the bee that buzzed in my cake. I am glad it did not stay!

Highlight all the -ed words in yellow.
Ducks On The Pond

It was a sunny day at The Frog Pond. A raft of green ducks marched in for a swim. They splashed and kicked and had a fine time.

Just then a huge flock of white ducks came in to land on Frog Pond. The raft was shocked. Frog Pond did not fit the huge flock. The flock marched in the pond and splashed the raft of ducks.

QUACK! QUACK! Went the ducks back and forth. No matter if the raft of ducks splashed or kicked, the flock of ducks did not fly off.

Just then, an army of frogs jumped in. QUACK! QUACK! The ducks were shocked. CROAK! CROAK! Went the army. It was time to take Frog Pond back. So long ducks on the pond!

Highlight all the -ed words in yellow.
Summer Day

Zack woke up and checked the time. The dog, Sparky, barked and licked Zack’s chin. He and Sparky grabbed a quick bite and darted to the rented car. Sparky leaped in the car and stuck a chin on the window. He wagged a happy wag.

“Let’s go for a sail, Sparky!” yelled Zack.

Zack and Sparky reached the dock and parked the rented car. The pals grabbed snacks and drinks and ran to the sailboat. Zack had on a life vest and one for Sparky, too. It was a perfect day for a sail.

Zack waved to the dock and sailed off. Sparky sniffed and fished for bass. He panted when Zack got a catch. Zack packed the fish catch, while Sparky jumped up and barked. The pals sailed back to the dock. It was a grand day for a sail!

*Highlight all the -ed \ed\ words in yellow.
*Highlight all the -ed \d\ words in orange.
*Highlight all the -ed \t\ words in green.
In The Mood For Food

It was noon and I was in the mood for some yummy food. I went to ask Mom for a snack. She said, “Come try some grapes,” and handed me a bunch. I was not in the mood for grapes. Mom said, “Come try some nuts,” and tossed me a bowl. I was not in the mood for nuts. Then Mom said, “Come try some hot oatmeal,” and handed me a spoon. I was not in the mood for oatmeal.

My tummy moaned for food. Wait! I did spy two white cupcakes that were left at my birthday party. I was in the mood for that! Will Mom let me eat cupcakes at noon? We will see soon!

Highlight all the oo words in yellow.
The Lost Book

I looked for a cookbook I lost for two days. It needs to go back or it will be three days late. It will be hard to bring the cookbook back. I liked to read it in the woods by my backyard in a nifty nook. I so wished to keep it.

Some days, I took my cookbook off the bookshelf, tucked it under my arm or stashed it in my book bag. The book was lost. I had to find it or pay a huge fine. I did not wish to be a crook!

One last time, I checked my bedroom and looked underneath. It was under a pile of old shirts! I was so happy it was safe.

Highlight all the oo words in yellow.
Sing A Tune

It was June and the whole class was hot and weary. We wished summer had started by now, but we were still stuck in the classroom.

One day, my teacher, Miss Dune, came up with a rule. If we wished to play while we were still in class, we had to sing a tune. Miss Dune took her flute and played while we sang.

At first, it felt odd. Luke did not wish to sing a tune. Jude and Duke did not wish to sing a tune. We did not wish to be rude, so we played by Miss Dune’s rule and gave it a try.

After we sang a tune for some time, we forgot how hot it was. June in Miss Dune’s class was not so bad!

Highlight all the u-e words in yellow.
Old Brown Cow

Farmer Jack woke up one day with a crick in his neck. “OW,” he did moan and groan. “I need to fix the crick in my neck now! But how?” Farmer Jack was in pain.

He got on his coat and went to the barn. He did scowl as he fed the cow, sow, the hen, and the goat. “I cannot keep up my daily job as a farmer if I still have a pain in my neck,” Farmer Jack said. He sat down on a bench to think up a plan.

The old brown cow was strong. He did have the power to hold the load of hay on his back that Farmer Jack had to take to the hillside for the sheep.

With a scowl and a frown, Farmer Jack did pile the load of hay on the old brown cow. The cow went up the hillside to feed the sheep. “Thanks, old brown cow,” said Farmer Jack, and gave the cow a pat.

--------------------------------------------------

Highlight all the OW words in yellow.
A Trip To The Valley

Ashley will take a trip on a trailer with her dad. Her dad will pick up a key to the trailer. Presley, dad’s pal, will drive the trailer to the valley. Once the trailer will reach the valley, Ashley and her dad will find a rowboat and drive it to a pond to fish and swim.

While Presley drives the trailer, dad will cook in the galley. He will heat kidney beans, some corn, and meatloaf for dinner. Ashley and dad will have a feast.

After dinner, Ashley and dad will play air hockey in the back room. Ashley and Dad will have a fine trip to the valley.

highlight all the ey words in yellow.
Found On The Ground

It was a rainy day. Clouds and wind filled the sky. The sound of a loud clap of thunder made me jump off the couch. “Ouch!” my grouchy sister pouted when I landed on her toe. We had not found a thing to play with while the rain fell. Scout, our hound dog, did pound his tail on the rug. He was in a foul mood, too.

“Stop slumping on the couch like a slouch and go outside!” Mom did not seem to mind the wind and the rain. We went outside and checked the ground. Then we did spot a round thing.

“Let’s run in and show Mom!” I yelled. When Mom did see the round thing, she was in shock. What round thing was found?

Highlight all the ou words in yellow.
Fall Softball Game

It was a cool and crisp day in fall. I got a call to play in a softball game for a fundraiser. A huge storm had hit landfall and broke the seawall. My town needed funds to fix it. It was twenty dollars to play in the softball game. I got my ball and went to play in the softball game.

The teams all gave the cash for the seawall fundraiser and got player numbers. We waited by the wall for my team to be called to play. My teammates were small, but fast. We passed the ball back and forth until it was our turn.

Overall, the seawall fundraiser got plenty of cash to fix the wall. The one pitfall was our team lost. Playing softball to fix a wall was fun for all!

Highlight all the -all words in yellow.
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